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What’s New at IPAW
Last October, IPAW once again co-hosted the Upper Midwest Invasive Species Conference
(UMISC), which was held in Rochester, Minnesota. UMISC is a conference that connects the
invasive species management, research, policy and practitioner’s communities. With over 700
attendees, 27 sponsors, 24 exhibitors, over 280 presentations, 7 field trips and 6 workshops, this
was the largest conference to date, on invasive species ever held in North America. The goal of
UMISC is to strengthen management of invasive species, especially prevention, control and
containment. Great strides have occurred in addressing invasive species, but with globalization
of our economy and climate change there is much work to be done.
Attendee comments included, “This conference broadened the network in which we work and
will be highly valuable moving forward,” and “This is the best venue to inform my research,
outreach and evaluation. It is also an excellent venue for information on goods and services for
invasive species management.”
If you missed out on UMISC 2018, or were unable to attend to all of the sessions you would
have liked to, the proceedings are now available on the Midwest Invasive Species Network’s
website. Use them to assist you in your efforts to prevent, control and contain invasive species
in your geographical area.
We’ve had quite a change of board members in 2018. First of all, in June we sadly lost a
member, Angelique Dahlberg, but for good reason. Angelique left the IPAW board to
Continued on Page 2

“The earth’s vegetation is part of a web of life in which there are intimate and essential
relations between plants and the earth, between plants and other plants, between plants
and mammals….”
Rachel Carson, Author and Conservationist
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pursue a master’s degree in Minnesota. We wish Angelique all the best!
IPAW had been seeking board members for some time and in September we welcomed four new board members. We are very
happy to add Jes Roloff, Kathy Stahl, Kari Hagenow and Nisa Karimi to the IPAW board. You be able to meet these new
board members later in this newsletter.
If you haven’t noticed by now, IPAW migrated over to a new WordPress platform website. All the content that was on our
previous website is on the new one, however, it may have been rearranged. Please contact Michele Jasik if you have any
difficulties finding something.
Going with WordPress will not only improve our ability to administer the website and keep our event calendars up to date, but
it will allow us to offer many new services. One of those new services is that we now have a blog. We can give you immediate
information directly from our website and you have the opportunity to respond or ask questions. In the near future, we are
hoping to integrate our listserv into the website and do away with the Yahoo Groups listserv.
If you haven’t seen it, don’t forget to check out the new website at https://www.ipaw.org. In the meantime, please “excuse our
mess” with our new website as we are still working through the final touches. Help us out by submitting any typos, dead links,
or other suggestions to mailto:info@ipaw.org.
Based upon the success of last year’s field days, IPAW is planning on five field days and five Roadside Invasive Vegetation
Workshops over the summer of 2019. Stay tuned for more details on these.

Introducing New IPAW Board Members:
Kari Hagenow
Greetings! My name is Kari Hagenow. I received my bachelor’s degree
in environmental science and biology and a master’s in environmental
science and policy. My master’s thesis focused on forest dynamics in
Wisconsin’s northern hardwood forests. The research involved lots of
time in the litter layer tagging and measuring thousands of tree
seedlings over the course of two years and ultimately looked at
patterns in and causes of seedling mortality in the forest.
My first foray into invasive species was as an intern for the Baird
Creek Preservation Foundation during college. I spent that summer
Kari
exploring and documenting the natural communities within. Much of
that included locating and mapping invasive species infestations. The summer after I
worked for the U.S. Forest Service in the Nicolet National Forest as a Biological Plant Technician. The
position taught me a lot of practical invasive species knowledge that I carried into my current position, but I am glad I
have left the days of spraying knapweed in a gravel pit, in full PPE, on the hottest days of summer behind me.
I have now been with The Nature Conservancy (TNC) for the past seven years. As the Door Peninsula Land Steward, I split
my time between managing the approximately 5,000-acres that TNC owns in Door County and serving as the coordinator for
the Door County Invasive Species Team (DCIST). DCIST is a countywide partnership whose goal is to empower citizens with
the tools and skills to prevent and manage invasive species. Now, my favorite part of my position isn’t killing the invasive
species (though that’s rewarding in its own way) – it is educating landowners and community groups on the topic. I am
fortunate to work with amazing volunteers who see the big picture in protecting our natural landscapes and native species.
Continued on Page 3
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We’ve made a lot of headway on invasive species control and education in Door County – I am hoping that I can bring some of
the knowledge we’ve gained working with municipalities and private landowners to benefit IPAW. I also hope I can help
continue to advance IPAW’s role as an umbrella for our local and regional cooperative invasive species management groups.
I am active in several other organizations both through my position at work and in my spare time. I serve on the board of the
Kangaroo Lake Association. In this role I have also led a committee in updating our more-than-a-decade-old Lake
Management Plan. I also serve on the Board of the Northeastern Wisconsin Audubon Society. I recently also accepted the role
of Conservation Committee Chair on the board of the Wisconsin Society for Ornithology. Birding has been a passion of mine
for nearly a decade now and I volunteer on many bird surveys and studies. When I am not battling invasive plants or birding, I
can be found traveling the National Parks, running, hiking the Ice Age Trail, or camping with my husband, Tyler, and our dog,
Brewer.

Nisa Karimi
I am happy to join the Board of Directors and hope my knowledge of
invasive plants affecting Wisconsin and elsewhere will be a beneficial
contribution to the IPAW community.
Invasive plant management, ecological restoration, and education
and Department outreach has been the focus of my professional
career in multiple positions across the country. Briefly, I have
worked previously for the Maryland of Natural Resources
conducting stream corridor assessments; I supervised riparian
restoration for the River Revitalization Foundation in
Milwaukee and worked as a restoration ecologist in
Washington State for a number of years. While working on
habitat restoration in the Cedar River Watershed (the source of the
Nisa & Winston
City of Seattle’s drinking water), I developed a robust education and outreach
program, which included community engagement through classroom curriculum and
volunteer-based restoration projects. Upon returning to Wisconsin, I served as the Forestry Invasive Plant
Coordinator at the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources.
I hold a Ph.D. in plant systematics and evolution from the University of Wisconsin - Madison, Department of Botany. My
research focused on pollination ecology, geographic patterns of gene flow, and species diversification. I used the iconic baobab
trees of Africa as my study system. I am currently a postdoctoral researcher for the Morton Arboretum, investigating the role of
functional traits and species evolutionary histories in plant community assemblages, and utilize this research to guide
restoration outcomes for tall grass prairies.
I have a general interest in floristics and love spending time botanizing when traveling (or traveling to botanize!). During the
growing season, I spend much of my time in the garden. These days I now focus on teaching my 12-month old about plants!

Jes Roloff
Greetings. My name is Jes Roloff. I have been employed at WEC Energy Group the parent company of Wisconsin Public
Service Corporation (WPS) for just over 4 years. I work in the Environmental Services Department out of our Green Bay, WI
office.
I manage several natural resource programs in WI and MI for three of the seven WEC subsidiaries. My job duties provide me
Continued on Page 4
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the opportunity to work with several county conservation districts, lake associations and
the WDNR on aquatic and terrestrial invasive plant species projects on our many
hydroelectric projects. I spend my summers on various reservoirs, lakes, and rivers
conducting purple loosestrife and Eurasian water milfoil surveys. I have been involved in
control activities for purple loosestrife either by hand pulling small populations or
biological control with the use of the Galerucella beetles on larger infestations.
In addition, I help to train our hydro staff and gas/electric construction crews on the
identification of several targeted invasive species and how to prevent the spread of those
species.
Some of my other job responsibilities involve shoreline management,
wetland/waterway permitting, manage the company avian protection plan,
endangered resource permitting, creating erosion and sediment control plans, and
Jes
several others. My job at WEC has also given me the opportunity to participate in
community outreach events such as the Fox River Clean Up, Highway Clean Up, SolarWise, Solar
Olympics, Arbor Day tree give-a-way, and the company peregrine falcon program.
In my free time I enjoy spending time with my family, reading, traveling, and cooking. I have been fortunate to travel to
Mexico, Italy, and the Philippines. I would love to one day visit Scotland, Norway, and Germany.
I have a background in landscape and horticulture. I have a small garden that I tend to in the spring and summer months where
I use that as a learning opportunity to teach my daughter about plants. I just started to take up running and entered into several
5K’s this last year. While running isn’t my favorite sport, I love the feeling of accomplishment when crossing the finish line of a
race. I hope to enter my first half marathon this next year.

Kathy Stahl
My “official” relationship with terrestrial invasive plants began upon attending an
information session when NR 40 originated and upon attending a UMISC Conference.
What I didn’t know in my naiveté was my relationship had begun many years prior to
that. Moving to our rural Dunn County land located at the end of a one-mile dead end
road was a delight. The roadsides had native wild flowers that people now spend gobs
of money to get. Over time I watched those prized natives disappear, being replaced
with spotted knapweed, someone’s cast off vinca, crown vetch most probably dropped
by the road maintenance equipment, and a stubbornly persistent patch of garlic
mustard. Recognizing that our town’s road maintenance staff wouldn’t be able to see
the location of the garlic mustard from his machine and would inadvertently spread it,
I mentioned it to him. He had no idea what I was talking about. That was when it
became clear he needed citizen help in knowing the location of rudely invasive
plants. He welcomed my comments about our road but that seemed lame in what
was probably a bigger issue.

Kathy

I called Dan Prestebak, the Dunn County Land Conservationist, to ask what the county was doing about the spread of
invasive plants. Dan allowed that the timing for the question was good as he was preparing the 5-year plan for his agency. From
there we pulled together representatives from a number of local agencies, all of whom were interested in invasive plants. That
was the beginning of West Central Wisconsin Invasive Plants Management Area (WCWIPA). It didn’t take us long to learn
that the name needed to be shortened, so now our group answers to Lower Chippewa Invasives Partnership (LCIP). Our
Continued on Page 5
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CISMA includes an interesting, fun, and dedicated group of citizens, agency and corporate representatives led by Executive
Director Chris Gaetzke.
Having no formal training in botany, LCIP, UMISC, and IPAW have provided invaluable information and support in my
learning about invasive species. I’ve gone from agreeing to the neighboring farmer who asked to plant birdsfoot trefoil on our
pasture land he rented in 1983 to recognizing what it actually meant when the farmer said, “it will only get better overtime.”

Help Map Amur Cork Tree
By: Marguerite A. Rapp & Michael Putnam, WI DNR
Wisconsin DNR needs help determining the state’s current distribution
of Amur cork tree, an invasive species that can impact the diversity of
forested communities. To identify this species in the winter, look for the
signature corky outer bark or the bright yellow cambium (tissue just
beneath the bark). You can use a knife to peel away the thinner bark on
branches or cut into the corky bark on larger trees using a small axe.
You can also look for the presence of fruits, which are black when fully
ripe and remain on trees into winter. Even after the fruits have fallen or
been eaten by birds, you can see the spiky stems still attached to the
upper branches of the tree.
If you suspect you’ve seen this tree, please email
invasive.species@wisconsin.gov with the subject line “Amur cork tree
location.” In your email, include a description of the location, including
a street address and coordinates (use this site to pinpoint a location), and photos of characteristic features such as corky bark,
yellow cambium and black fruits. Be sure to include a note and/or pictures of fruiting structures (fruits, stems) to help us track
trees that contribute most to the spread of this invasive species.
Originally from Asia, Amur cork tree was introduced to the United States in New York in 1856. It has since been planted as a
shade tree throughout many eastern and some midwestern states. Wisconsin has records of Amur cork tree in at least 12
counties, with individual populations ranging from a single tree to several thousand. It is possible that this number will increase
with improved mapping efforts.
While it is planted in parks, yards and cities, Amur cork tree can quickly invade forests when its fruits are eaten and dispersed
by birds. Dense mats of seedlings can inhibit regeneration of native plants and impact the wildlife that depend on them. The
threats posed by Amur cork tree to both plant and animal communities and to the forest industry led to its listing as a prohibited
species under Wisconsin’s invasive species rule. There is a unique exception to Amur cork tree’s listing: male cultivars and
seedling stock, which were thought to be unable to produce fruit, are exempt from regulation. There is indication, however, that
trees previously thought to be fruitless may produce fruit. For this reason, the DNR requests help from the public to locate all
Amur cork trees within the state.
For more information about Amur cork tree, including additional photos and details on identification, visit the Wisconsin
DNR Amur cork tree factsheet.
If you think you have Amur cork tree on your property and would like to discuss funding options for control efforts, please
contact Mike Putnam, Wisconsin DNR Forest Invasive Plant Coordinator, at Michael.Putnam@wisconsin.gov or 608-8435475.
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Celebrate Citizen Science in Wisconsin
by Pledging Your Time in 2019
By: Anne Pearce, IPAW Board Member
Wisconsin has a rich history of citizen and community scientists monitoring our natural resources. In 2019, the Wisconsin
Citizen-Based Monitoring Network (WCBM) celebrates its 15th anniversary as the state’s umbrella group for a vast array of
citizen science programs and projects. You can read a brief history at WCBM’s website.
There are programs monitoring just about anything you can think of related to natural resources, including invasive plants. The
Citizen Lake Monitoring Network (CLMN, established in 1986) includes aquatic invasive species monitoring in its suite of
water quality parameters, and Wisconsin First Detector Network (WIFDN, established in 2014) encourages people to report
any invasive species they encounter.
This year, we encourage you to join in WCBM’s 15th anniversary celebration by taking the WCBM at 15 Pledge. You can
pledge any amount of time in 2019 to specific programs or to citizen science in general. Before you pledge, you can read about
the goals that participating programs have set for 2019. For instance, CLMN aims to have volunteers monitoring lakes for
aquatic invasive species in all 72 Wisconsin counties. WIFDN’s goal is to have at least 10 invasive species reports submitted
from each of the 72 counties. We hope you pledge some of your time to monitoring invasive plants this year!

It’s Invader Crusader Award Nomination Time!
Do you know an Invader Crusader? The Wisconsin
Invasive Species Council would like to honor
Wisconsin citizens and organizations for their
significant contribution to prevent, control or
eradicate invasive species that harm Wisconsin’s
lands, waters and wetlands.
The Council is requesting nominations for
individuals, groups or organizations for their
exemplary efforts at addressing issues surrounding
terrestrial and aquatic invasive species, including
plants, pests, animals and disease-causing
organisms. The Invader Crusader Awards will be
presented to both professionals and volunteers.
Please consider nominating adults and youth you
work with or from your community. Nominations
must be received no later than April 1, 2019. The
awards ceremony will take place in Madison, WI at
Olbrich Gardens on June 5, 2019. Click here for more
information and a copy of the nomination form.
2018 Invader Crusader Winners
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Using a Biocontrol on Purple Loosestrife
By: Jes Roloff, Environmental Consultant, Wisconsin River Power Company
Wisconsin has an uninvited guest squatting on its shoreline property, the invasive Purple Loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) plant
(PL). PL is quite vivid and beautiful; in fact, it is used as a landscape ornamental plant in Europe and Asia. However, when it
was brought over to the US in the 1800’s it quickly established itself within our native wetland communities and became
invasive. This hardy perennial plant invades wetlands and crowds out our native species sometimes leaving a monoculture of
magenta waves on the shoreline.
PL has become established along the Wisconsin River including the adjacent wetlands of Petenwell and Castle Rock (between
Adams and Juneau Counties) Reservoirs. Wisconsin River Power Company (WRPCO) owns and operates the dams on these
two reservoirs. Part of the conditions to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) license for the dams is to have an
invasive species management (ISMP) plan. WRPCO’s current ISMP lays out a process to manage PL through field surveys;
data collection and analysis; and mechanical and biological control efforts. While WRPCO would like to see a decrease in PL
populations, our main goal is to control it so it doesn’t spread or increase. Over the last decade there has been a natural ebb and
flow of the PL population but WRPCO has observed an overall trend of decreasing large colonies (51 plants or more within a
colony) with an overall steady population of PL. WRPCO is identifying a lot of new small colonies (1 – 5 plants within a
colony) annually which is probably due to the prolific reproduction nature of PL. Each PL plant when left to go to seed can
produce thousands of seeds. These seeds can lay dormant in the soil for years or travel down river to other locations to become
established.
Over the last decade, WRPCO has released over 68,000 Galerucella beetles between the two reservoirs. These beetles feed
almost exclusively on PL and are WRPCO’s main method of PL control. The beetles feed on the PL leaves and cause
Continued on Page 8
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defoliation, which either kills the plant or inhibits the seed growth for reproduction. At first the Beetles leave a “window-pane”
effect on the leaves; by mid to end of summer what is left of the eaten leaves are shriveled up and browned. This prevents the
PL plant from being able to photosynthesize. The goal is for the beetles to eat through their food supply within a given colony
and then migrate along the shores to find more PL to consume. By winter, the adult beetles and the last batch of their larvae
will overwinter in the leaf litter on the ground. Due to Wisconsin’s harsh winters, WRPCO must continue to supplement the
beetle population annually. WRPCO’s FERC license requires the release of at least 4,000 beetles annually between the two
reservoirs though sometimes we release more, up to 16,000 beetles in a year. In addition to biological control, WRPCO staff
will also manually pull small colonies during field season.
The complete eradication of PL at Petenwell and Castle Rock is possible but not probable at this time. The Beetles work best for
control of large populations and can usually keep them in check as long as they are supplemented annually. And even if we
were able to pull all plants in a given year, the existing seed bank on the shoreline would allow new PL plants to continue to
grow for years to come. The time and resources it would take to manually pull all PL plants every year would be massive. In
addition, PL is a problem upstream of the reservoirs so there are always fresh seeds “riding the tide” hoping to get established
downstream. On the Wisconsin River there are many stake holders that own property along the shore and not all stakeholders
are as motivated to control PL as WRPCO. So WRPCO will continue its efforts the best it can to control the PL population and
keep native species thriving on the reservoirs.

Matt, Welcome to the WDNR
Matt Wallrath serves as the statewide Organisms in Trade Outreach
Coordinator/Regulation Specialist for the WDNR. His main work focus is
monitoring, outreach, and education to achieve compliance with vendors at brick
and mortar stores around the state and online businesses and distribution
companies around the country. He also spends time tabling and presenting at
conferences and conventions. This all offers him a chance to further explore
Wisconsin while explaining the importance of invasive species control. Working
with the NR40 prohibited and restricted species law, he feels he can make an
impact in the protection of the rich natural heritage of Wisconsin.
A Milwaukee born and Wisconsin educated ecologist, Matt started working in the
environmental field in the Pacific Northwest when he served two terms as an AmeriCorps member doing riparian habitat
restoration with the Washington Conservation Corps. After time as a Crew Supervisor and Forest Technician 1 with the
Washington State Department of Ecology, he moved to Orcas Island in the Salish Sea to teach outdoor education. On Orcas,
he owned and operated his own landscape contractor company, Wallrath Fruit and Forest, specializing in organic property
management and heritage fruit tree stewardship. Matt is proud to have helped found the Orcas Island Youth Conservation
Corps, and to have served as an appointed Commissioner for the San Juan County Land Bank.
Matt returned to Wisconsin in 2016 to be closer to family and to pursue higher education. He completed a professional M.S. in
Environmental Conservation in August 2018 at the University of Wisconsin-Madison in the Nelson Institute. His research
involved conducting a diversity, equity, and inclusion listening project to Madison community organizations to inform the
Natural Resources Foundation of Wisconsin in their institutional growth and grant making efforts. He loves living in Madison,
where he enjoys the eclectic community and commuting to work on the Lake Monona bike path. When not at work, you will
find Matt teaching modern tabletop games, on the ultimate Frisbee field, hiking, canoeing, listening to vinyl, and playing the
tuba.”
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IPAW Board Members:
Christa Schaefer, IPAW President,
Wisconsin Department of
Transportation
Diane Schauer, IPAW Vice
President
Mark Renz, IPAW Treasurer, UW
- Madison, Associate Professor &
Extension Specialist
John Lunz, IPAW Secretary, The
Park People – Weed-Out Program,
The Wild Ones, Preserve Our Parks
Mic Armstrong, Armstrong
Landscaping
Greg Bunker, Stockbridge-Munsee
Community

Jeremy Chiamulera, Compass
Land Consultants, Inc.
Kari Hagenow, The Nature
Conservancy & DIST
Nisa Karimi, Morton Arboretum
Heidi Kennedy, SEH, Natural
Resources Scientist
Anne Pearce, Wisconsin First
Detector Network Coordinator
Jessica Roloff, Wisconsin River
Power Company

Newsletter Information:
Plants Out of Place is a periodic
newsletter distributed to Invasive
Plants Association of Wisconsin
members.
Send comments, suggestions, and
articles that you think may be of
interest to IPAW at info@ipaw.org

Kathy Stahl, Landowner
Pat Trochlell, Retired, Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources

IPAW’s Mission:
“To promote better stewardship of the natural resources of Wisconsin by advancing the
understanding of invasive plants, preventing their introduction, and encouraging the control of their spread.”

